▶ Benefit (Forbus, 1997) This representation is (mentally) modified by a series of mental operations in order to produce a simulation ''run.'' Two key features of this ''run'' are that it is (a) hypothetical, that is, does not require actual physical behaviors be enacted during the simulation or a currently present start state, and (b) that it leads to an altered representation of the phenomenon itself. This final representation, or ''result'' can be mentally inspected to draw inferences from it about the validity of the hypothetical conditions involved in the ''run.'' Table 1 shows an (Table 2) ▶ 5 anomaly anomalous lous; (d) a phenomenon might be contrasted with (i.e., identified as unlike) another phenomenon that had already been established as expected; (e) a scientist might question a feature of a phenomenon (see Table 2 ). For the anomaly coding for the basic science, the second coder coded 10% of the data, and agreement was good (Kappa = 0.77). This coding scheme was not appropriate for the meteorology domain, where the data were forecast model data, and was not questioned per se by the meteorologists. Instead, we identified discrepancies in the data, where two or more models disagreed or where a model disagreed with the meteorologist's expectations (see Table 3 ). These discrepancies were explicitly mentioned in the protocols and were straightforward to identify; consequently, we did not double-code for anomaly identification here.
Conceptual simulations:
We coded all utterances pertaining to an anomaly for conceptual simulations and spatial transformations. We coded conceptual simulations according to the coding scheme established in Trickett and Trafton (2007) . A conceptual simulation spans several utterances and consists of a specific, three-step sequence (see Table 1 ):
1. reference to a new representation of a system or mechanism; 2. reference to transforming that representation spatially, in a hypothetical manner; 3. reference to a result of the transformation (seeing what happens).
For the conceptual simulation coding, the second coder coded 33% of each the basic science data protocols and agreement was good, kappa = 0.75.
2.1.1.4. Spatial transformations: We coded spatial transformations according to the coding scheme established in Trafton et al. (2006) , that is, any time a participant mentally trans- Table 3 Coding of phenomena as anomalous or expected in meteorology (indication of anomaly in italics)
Utterance Anomaly
The old watch had put 35 to 40 saying that it would sustain off of the coast of Greenland I don't see that Discrepancy between previous data (old watch) and current data But I guess the ETA kinda has some moisture there too, so but not quite as much Discrepancy between models Hmm, and then the GFS has, has much less Discrepancy between models Umm, looks like there's gonna be some precip coming through a little later in the week like couple days through like 42 hr so maybe there will be some precip in 
Results
We coded 1,449 on-task utterances for the basic scientists and 2,202 on-task utterances for the applied science practitioners (utterances irrelevant to data analysis were excluded). All participants found anomalies, 20 in the basic science and 25 in the applied (five per session in both domains). In the basic science, some anomalies were so closely related that the More pure spatial transformations were used after an anomaly than before it, F(1, 7) = 9.82, p < .05 (see Fig. 1B ). The use of pure spatial transformations by the two types of scientist did not differ, F(1, 8) = 2.7, p = .14; nor was there a significant interaction, F(1, 7) = 3.07, p = .12.
Comparison spatial transformations did not differ in terms of timing, F < 1, or domain, F < 1 (see Fig. 1C ).
Because there were two different domains in the basic science, we examined the data for each session to make sure that the pattern of results was the same for each domain. For both the astronomy and computational fluid dynamics domains, each scientist used more (Table 6) Anonymous blob curve right.'' Apparently, he constructed a mental representation of the hypothetically averaged computational data and compared it with the experimental data, because he concluded: ''But I don't think that's right. I just don't see it, right off hand''-even if he performed the necessary averaging operations, the model would still not match the experimental data. In another, similar example from a different basic science protocol, the scientists were jointly trying to understand an anomalous ''blob'' that had been puzzling them for some time in the displayed image. (See Table 6 for the details of this example.) They had considered (and rejected) several hypotheses, when one scientist recalled an earlier model he had run. In a complicated sequence of steps, he reconstructed relevant features of that model and mapped them to the current data concerning the blob, reinterpreting these data in the light of the model data. He imagined that the puzzling data might be ''a completely different sort of kinematic population'' and mentally redrew the image with two groups of stars ''bending'' in different directions. He then inspected the result of this transformation and found a separation similar to what he had observed in his model data. This match between previously viewed model data and the mentally transformed current data led him to conclude that he may have resolved the mystery surrounding the anomalous blob.
These examples are typical of the way in which conceptual simulation functioned for the basic scientists. It allowed them to mentally ''play out'' in detail the implications of some Table 6 Example of conceptual simulation (CS) used to resolve anomaly in basic science (CS in italics)
Utterances Scientist 1
Coding Explanation OK, OK, one of the things that show up in at least the preliminary models that I did run are this thing sort of breaks apart and this thing sort of goes… so you have a separation of the ring into a, an outer arm and another arm so this could be actually be a completely different sort of kinematic population CS Reference to new representation (a completely different sort of kinematic population) This could actually, this, these stars could be bending inward
CS contd Reference to transforming representation
While these stars are bending outward CS contd Reference to transforming representation So you actually have a separation of the two like that
CS contd Reference to result
That's where the blob could really be coming from Conclusion regarding anomaly fostered by the anomaly? Table 5 shows an example of a conceptual simulation following an anomaly in one of the basic science protocols. The scientist had built and run a computational model of the flow of fluid around a submarine and was comparing the model's output with experimental data. The scientist was quite confident that there would be a good match between model and data, but to his dismay the match was ''not even close.'' He was baffled to use spatial transformation, and applied science practitioners attempting to resolve a theoretical discrepancy would be more likely to use conceptual simulation. Unfortunately, there are not enough instances in our dataset of this type of interaction between domain and task to test this hypothesis. A second avenue of interest is to consider the role of expertise in the use of strategy. If the strategy is directed by the task-or even the domain-it is possible that any problem of the discrepant models was likely to be more accurate and thus got ''stuck'' on identifying aspects of the discrepancy itself.
General discussion
We have identified three distinct, albeit related, problem-solving strategies used in scientific reasoning, particularly among scientists using complex visual displays of data: conceptual simulation, pure spatial transformation, and comparison spatial transformation, and we 
